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Problem Description

Diagnosis and treatment of mental disorders involve more ambiguity and subjective choices of the
clinicians, compared with those of physical diseases. Symptoms differ a lot in each individual
and usually don’t have numerical measures, which makes it harder to do controlled experiment,
comparison or causal inference. Besides, the chronical nature of mental disorders makes keeping
track of mood history hard while important.
In the meantime, a lot of people post on online forums sharing their personal experience with
those disorders. Reddit, for example, has subreddits for communities(patients and their loved ones)
suffering from various mental disorders like depression, autism, bipolar disorder and AHDH. Among
those posts, a considerable amount of them have detailed descriptions of their mood treatment and
personal life histories, which is a good source for disease/treatment study.
This project aims to turn those noisy and unstructured posts into short, readable timeline summarizations in an unsupervised manner. A sample input post and output summary is shown in fig 1. Note
that the output is semi-structured: each record in the format of TIME-Symptom or TIME-Treatment
format, but the symptom descriptors are generated by the algorithm without constraints.

Figure 1: Task: Generate timeline summary from reddit posts
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Related work

To the best of knowledge, no existing study works on the same problem in terms of a) uses online
posts b) outputs semi-structured timeline summarization and c) is totally unsupervised. In this section,
we will review some related works we introduced in our proposal, and also add some new interesting
2.1

(Supervised) Medical Time/Event Extraction

The work that has the most similar goal with ours is the SemEval-2017 Task 12: Clinical
TempEval[1]. The task focuses on temporal information extraction on clinical data, where they
train time/event/temporal relation extractors on carefully annotated clinical records. One sample note
and annotation are shown in fig 2. Although the target output is very clean, accurate and helpful, 2
major problems limit its application in psychiatry domain: 1) Annotation too expensive. As you can
see the annotations are in complicated structure and dependencies(temporal relationships rely on
event/time identification), and thus are very expensive to obtain; 2) Events that can be identified are
very limited and rely on domain-specific knowledge.

Figure 2: Example Clinical TempEval annotations
In medical domain, summarizing EHR data has been a challenge for more than a decade. An earlier
study defines a set of event tags(test/medical operation/symptom/etc) markup scheme and outputs
tables of tag-value pairs[2]. It especially addresses negative-event recognition - things that were
mentioned but didn’t actually happen. Another approach[3] generates extractive summary with
concept recognition and relation detection techniques. We also find a nice survey that examines more
work on summarizing EHR data[4].
There are a few attempts on summarizing medical conversations. A very relevant paper[5] generates
clinician notes(similar to our targets) from transcriptions of patient-doctor conversations. Another
similar work investigates abstractive summarization of patient-nurse conversation with the aim of
capturing 9 predefined symptoms of interest[6].
2.2

Unsupervised Text Summarization

Most current unsupervised summarization methods are extractive. They usually pull out sentences
that are deemed important by some heuristic functions such as content relevance and novelty[7].
Abstractive methods usually utilizes a self-supervised task such as important words recovery[8] or
next sentence prediction[9].
2.3

Timeline Summarization

Our task is essentially timeline summarization. Timeline summarization(TLS) automatically identifies
key dates of major events and provides short descriptions of what happened on these dates. To the best
of our knowledge, almost all systems proposed specifically for TLS have been extractive[10, 11, 12],
but only one system has been abstractive[13]. The abstractive model in Steen et al., 2019[13] was
proved to outperform the previous extractive models on two publicly available datasets Crisis[14]
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and Timeline 17(TL17)[15]. However, the previous TLS models are not applicable to our problem
for several reasons.
2.4

Social Media Mood Analysis

Another stream of work is trying to correlate social media language/activity statuses with mental
status(mental disorders, or more general attributes like personality/emotion). In [16], they can
approximately matching the accuracy of screening surveys by analyzing facebook language. However,
we don’t refer too much to these works because their labels are usually coarse and their approaches
capture more sentiment and language style rather than medical details.
As said, our project differs from all of those in that it aims at unsupervised medical text summarization
with timeline-format output. We believe this is a meaningful task because it does not need annotations,
which is usually expensive to obtain, and the output format is semi-structured and ready for a lot of
applications. However, we do expect and also find in our attempts that having accurate control over
the content without supervision is very challenging.
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Methodology

It’s very hard to extract semi-structured, decently accurate information from noisy domain with
end-to-end systems, and here we adopt a pipeline-based approach instead. In this section we will go
over those components.
3.1

Time Expression Extraction and Normalization

Time expressions are important information, and have relatively clear format. Therefore we built a
time expression(TIMEX) extractor using pattern-based matching algorithms.
We later found an exising tool HeidelTime[17], whichextracts temporal expressions from documents
and normalizes them according to the TIMEX3 annotation standard. It’s used by a lot in related
works. We think it will be nice to have this standard time expression, and it also handles most time
expressions nicely, so we decide to use this tool for time tagging. However, it tends to identify trivial
expressions. For example, the sentence "I have been on therapy for 3 months now", it will identify "3
months" as a duration and "now" as a present date "now". To avoid false positives, we still use our
timetagger for segmentation and sorting(more on that soon), while their time expressions for display.
3.2

Segmentation and Filtering

We first process posts into coherent segments and do a round of filtering before feeding into neural
network for 1) getting rid of some irrelavant information and 2) generating segments with similar
lengths and focused topics, which will help the learning process. We have described the pipeline in
midterm presentation and midterm progress report, so we will only recap main ideas here.
For segmentation, we cut the post into multiple segments based on 1) natural new paragraph and 2)
change of time. We also use topic tiling methods to cut posts based on the continuity of sentence
similarity. However, in practice we found that either LDA-vector based or SentBERT based representations tend to reply on token similarity rather than semantics. Therefore, we only use them as a
supplementary method when the segments are too long.
To further clean up the data, we performed filtering referencing [2], which explores "negative
events" that refers to mentioning of events that didn’t actually happen to the subject. We combine
parsing(with the Stanford tool stanza) results and text matching rules to filter out 1) other subjects(e.g.
"My girlfriend is bipolar...") 2) Future tense and 3) intention words ("I’m considering...", "My doctor
suggested..."). We only deal with these three because they are the major "negative events", and also
this part is not our focus in this project. But there are definitely more can be done in this part.
3.3

Event Summarization: Modified RMN

To summarize the events in each segment, we adapted the unsupervised RMN model that incorporates
dictionary learning to generate interpretable, accurate medical trajectory[18].
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After training, the model learned a descriptor matrix R with each row in the same vector space as the
word embedding and corresponding to a descriptor. By finding the nearest neighbors of each row
of the descriptor matrix in the word embedding space, we can interpret each descriptor with several
descriptive words. Each segment on the timeline is encoded into a weight vector with dimension
equal to the number of descriptors. Each entry of the weight vector is interpreted as the weight of the
corresponding descriptor. We pick the descriptor with the highest weight to summarize the segment.
Here are three main modifications to the original RMN model in the paper[18]. First, instead of
using Glove word embedding directly, we fine-tuned Glove on our dataset in order to include unseen
vocabulary like the name of medicines. Another modification is that we concatenate the title of
the post with each segment to make the input globally contextualized. Also, we changed original
RNN layer to a self-attention layer motivated by the observation that topic shift between consecutive
segments is sharp and abrupt.
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4.1

Experiments
Data

We carry out our experiments in the context of bipolar disorder(BD), a chronic psychiatric illness
characterized by swings of mood and energy between healthy (euthymia) and pathological states
(mania or depression). The dataset contains posts(author, title, text, time) from 3 bipolar-related
subreddits: #bipolar/#bipolar2/#bipolarreddit.
For post quality, we filtered out users with more than 30 or fewer than 3 posts. This finally gave
us 12,861 posts across 2,459 users. The average length of posts is 1,050.36 characters. After
segmentation and filtering process, we got 74653 segments remaining. We used 69365 for training
and 5288 for testing. We do not split evaluation set because we only use the test set to make sure
validation loss is going down, not tuning the parameters. There is no direct measure of performance
for hyperparameter tuning, so for convenience we just skip that part.
4.2

Embedding Finetuning and Training

In the first round of experiments, we found that the model is unable to learn drug names because
they are not in the GloVe embeddings. Subword embeddings are suggested, but we found that hard
to implement because when converting back to descriptors, the embeddings only correspond to
subwords makes interpretation harder.
Therefore, we finally use Mittens[19], a GloVe extension tool, to finetune the glove embeddings on
our training set. As we will see, this enables the model to learn medicine descriptors, and generally
more in-domain descriptors. We used R-size=30/50, learning rate=0.01, to be consistent with the
paper. We tried GloVe embeddings of size 50 and 300, and we found 50-dim embeddings seem
leading to cleaner descriptors.
In the R-size=30 and embedding-size = 300 setting, our model takes about 1.5h to run 50 epoch. The
training process(loss) is shown in fig 3.
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Evaluation

Ideally we should evaluate the system on some time-annotated datasets like the SemEval2012 task17
dataset we mentioned in related work, but their data distribution has strict limitations and is only
accessible by group members. So we mostly did qualitative evaluation by showing samples.
In this section, we want to answer 3 questions about our system:
1. Does our model learn meaningful descriptors?
2. Do the weights on descriptors nicely correlate to segment content(thus showing an understanding of the language)?
3. Are our summaries generally more helpful than other unsupervised summarization baselines?
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Figure 3: Training and Validation loss, timestep=50. We can see that the model converged after 20
epoches.

Descriptor Matrix Descriptor Matrix is randomly initialized and learned by back-propagation. After
training, we interpret the matrix by looking printing out the nearest neighbors of each row in the word
embedding.
We show the nearest word of each row, for the 50-dim and 300-dim models, respectively. (Note
that these descriptors are model parameters, so we only have one set of descriptors for a set of
hyper-parameters.)
50-dim: ’journey’, ’"could"’, ’suicidal’, ’provocations..’, ’suffer’, ’freckles,’, ’"everything!"’, ’counselling’, ’affect’, ’(big)pentagons.’, ’hotline.’, ’legless’, ’dose’, ’thoughts”’, ’etc.’, ’tho,’, ’topirimate,’,
’antibacterial’, ’remnant’, ’exposes’, ’purging,’, ’lifelong.’, ’deficits’, ’caff)....’, ’then..)..’, ’collegelevel’, ’"spiritual"’, ’impacting’, ’spins,’, ’8/9/10’]
300-dim:’ads?’, ’bleed’, ’sidekick’, ’coronavirus’, ’self-discipline’, ’"jesus...’, ’recuperation.’, ’question.**’, ’people’, ’lorazepams’, ’24-hour’, ’"discussion,"’, ’pasty’, ’seasons"?’, ’waved’, ’lightyears’,
’riddick’, ’piling.’, ’std,’, ’adderall’, ’duplicate’, ’gre’, ’bit.’, ’notified’, ’daydreamy’, ’(excuse’,
’layout’, ’dimension...’, ’licking’, ’"in-love",’
Findings:
1. GloVe embeddings might be not very clean, and finetuning process seems made that worse.
A better pre-trained embedding sets can help with interpretation.
2. In general those words are in-domain, but not very representative of bipolar events.
3. In the training process, we found that in 300-dim model the word list updates slowly, with
some of them not changing at all from the beginning. We think the problem is, the learned
embeddings are not exactly in the original GloVe space, so even if the R matrix changes a
lot the nearest neighbor will still be the same one. 50-dim descriptors tend to update faster,
likely because the space is more dense.
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5.1

Weights

In the following experiment, we fixed the descriptor matrix to be (18) selected top words from human
annotations(on 20 posts, done by ourselves) and only let the model learn the weights. For each
segment, we use different cutoffs to form machine summary sets, and calculate the precision/recall of
the model, compared with human annotations(only on the 18 selected words).
A sample post and the output of our system is shown in fig 4.

Figure 4: Sample output of our system when fixed R with 18 human-selected words and only learning
weights. Word list: ’anxiety’, ’concentrate’, ’counselling’, ’cry’, ’dream’, ’emotionless’, ’happy’,
’guilty’, ’manic’, ’depress’, ’mixed’, ’lorazepams’, ’therapy’, ’worried’, ’move’, ’abuse’, ’agitated’,
’alcohol’, ’adderall’
Findings:
1. Segmentation and Time Expressions are decent.
2. In general the model is able to capture theme-information. For example, when medicine is
mentioned, the word "adderall" will noticeably go up while it doesn’t normally show at the
top. The word "depress" and "manic" usually have opposite weights, and seems our model
can pick the right one in most times.
3. What triggers certain words are not clear. For example, when the post mentions suicidal
thoughts and how hurt her boyfriend will be, the work "guilt" gets top weights, which is
really good but in the meantime too good to be true. In general, weights go in the right
direction, but the value is not accurate enough for a medical summary.
4. Longer word list would be helpful for evaluation. We just don’t have enough time to
experiment the model with different lists.
5.2

Sample outputs of our model and other baselines

We compare our output with 2 unsupervised baselines, one extractive(TextRank[20]) and one
abstractive(SummaryLoop[21]). As an example shown in fig 5, unfortunately none of the methods,
including ours works well.
Findings:
1. TextRank sentence selection seems pretty random. The method inherently look for novel
content, while for bipolar and other psychiatry timelines similar events happen a lot but are
all important (e.g. depression to mania, and back to depression again; change of medications,
etc.) So this method is not suitable for such tasks.
2. Summary Loop is not working(we ran the code they released). This might be because the
model does not converge. The original paper reported 10 days of training, but limited by
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Figure 5: Output from 2 baselines and out system. It a random sample from our dataset Our model
fails to capture the "medication" information in the first segment.
time and resources we used the model after one day of training. And we do not train our
own fluency scorer - the original one was trained with news articles. The model generally
pick the first L words, with slight modifications at the beginning.
3. As to our model, the timeline structure is helpful, but the content summary is way too vague.
We still believe this is a direction worth pursuing, but RMN only is not likely a solution.
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6.1

Conclusions and Problems
Conclusion

In this project, we found that event extraction and summarization is very hard without supervision.
When learning descriptors, the model mostly preserves relevant information, but not representative
enough. Some human guidance like R matrix initialization/fix can be helpful, and again the model is
able to capture strong signals, but far from can be actually applied. Baseline models don’t perform
well either, which leaves a great space for exploration on this task.
6.2

Problem: Descriptors not exactly in-domain

Looking closely into the training process, we found that it’s hard to ensure the learned descriptors
are in the same space with original embeddings. We inspected this by tracking the nearest GloVe
word of each row vector every 10 epoches, and found that sometimes(for example when using cosine
similarity instead of dot product for loss function) the words are not updated even though the R matrix
changed a lot, suggesting that the R matrix is not in a dense space of GloVe embeddings. We are able
to learn some meaningful descriptors, but unclear whether it’s by chance or not.
6.3

Problem: Can’t utilize the power of contextualized word embeddings

This is a 2018 paper and it embeds sentences by averaging word vectors, which inevitably misses a lot
of sentence/segment-level semantic information. In recent 2 years transformers have renewed SOTA
performance in almost all nlp tasks. It would be great to make use of their power in this summarization
task. However, RMN seems not generalizable - It replies on static word embeddings to interpret the
descriptors, and thus contextualized word embeddings can not be applied. We wonder if there could
be ways to use transformer-like encoder-decoder model, while still preserve the interpretability of R
matrix.
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